VIRTUAL
REALITY
SIMULATOR
MORE ENGAGING LEARNING.
MORE PRODUCTIVE OPERATORS.
Part of the Raymond® industry-leading
suite of workforce education solutions,
the Virtual Reality Simulator offers a
cutting-edge tool to help develop more
confident, efficient forklift operators.
The first of its kind in the industry,
Raymond’s Simulator puts the operator
on an actual Raymond lift truck in the
most realistic virtual warehouse available
via the sPort. By providing an engaging
learning environment where operators
can experience real-world challenges and
receive real-time feedback, the system
can help:

RAYMOND EDUCATION PROGRAMS

(for lift truck operators, technicians, and pedestrians)

+ Engaged learning

+ Build expertise

+ Increased learning retention

+ Improve efficiency

+ Enhance confidence

+ Improve proficiency

TECHNICIAN
TRAINING

MORE USABLE SPACE

MORE CONFIDENT OPERATORS

MORE CONTROLLED ENVIRONMENT

Stationary Raymond truck allows
operator instruction without the need
for large, dedicated teaching areas.

Immersive, engaging virtual
experience helps develop better
skills and builds confidence.

Real lift scenarios in a virtual
environment on stationary trucks.

If you’re looking for a partner with the tools and experience to help you run better and
manage smarter, contact us today at 1-800-235-7200 or visit us at raymondcorp.com.

VIRTUALLY EVERYTHING YOU WANT
IN A TEACHING TOOL
Raymond’s Virtual Reality Simulator offers a world of unique features
and benefits to enhance learning and improve performance for new,
seasonal, and current forklift operators.
Immersive, engaging

Controlled environment makes

environment makes learning

it easier to practice challenging

interactive and enhances

maneuvers and situations.

information retention.

Multiple teaching modules allow
Virtual experience can

easy customization of sessions to

attract new employees

specific tasks or operators.

and encourage ongoing
skill development.
Standardized learning ensures
teaching consistency across all

Industry exclusive plug-and-play

instructors and facilities, and

technology allows simulation of

allows easy operator evaluation/

multiple different Raymond forklift

comparison.

truck models on one system.

ONE SYSTEM. MULTIPLE TRUCKS.
The Virtual Reality Simulator comes pre-programmed with a wide array of progressive learning modules for multiple truck types:*
Orderpickers | Reach-Fork® Trucks | Stand-Up Counterbalanced Trucks

Compact and self-contained, the system can be set up and put to use in a
very short time and very small space.

Choose a
Raymond truck
from
your fleet

Park it in your
selected
teaching area

Hook up
the system

Plug into
the sPort

Put on the
VR goggles

Setup and teardown can be done quickly and easily, and the minimal space
required ensures no disruption to your day-to-day operations.

If you’re looking for a partner with the tools and experience to help you run better and manage smarter, contact us
today at 1-800-235-7200 or visit us at raymondcorp.com.
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*Some older model lift trucks may need modifications to operate with the Virtual Reality Simulator.
Raymond’s Virtual Reality Simulator is not a substitute for traditional OSHA forklift training.

Start your
teaching
session.

